
SILENCE, PERNICIOUS INSECT!  If you cannot restrain your biological fermentation processes while I 

speak of your beloved master, absent yourself!  Now where was I?  Oh yes… rewinding… 

“…was cold and bitter.  Already I was ankle deep in frigid water, and it continued to rain down as the 

cryo-pods warmed, forming waterfalls in the stairwell.  I caught sight of sluggish movement behind the 

frosted glass of one pod, and my running casualty estimate jumped significantly.   

 

They were all going to die. 

A few would be rescued by the cryomedicae teams en route, but that number was statistically 

insignificant compared to the tens of thousands who were even now perishing, awakening inside pods 

prematurely activated to find no way out, no medicae support, and air enough only for a few minutes of 

survival. 

My legs continued to run up the stairs, and after a brief check to see that the terrain-following sensors 

were still within operational parameters (they were) and that the autonomous targeting sensors, IFF 

processor, and fusion gun were still in track-while-scan mode (all were operating within acceptable 

limits, though I was still registering a slightly lower than normal temperature in the fusion bottle and an 

intermittent .000017 second delay in target processing) I rededicated my cogitators to simulation mode 

in order to ascertain what the madman was going to do. 

Above me I could hear the report of the master’s shotgun, and the particular heterodyning crack of that 

damnable xenos weapon in reply.  He wasn’t dead yet.  Around me the sound of screams, of fists 

beating feebly against armorglass, grew louder. 

HE was mad.  Driven, with twisted and dark goals, HE certainly would think nothing of one-hundred-

thousand-two-hundred-and-eighty-four deaths – but they would not be useless deaths.  HE always had a 

reason for what HE did.  Whatever HE was gaining by these actions, it was more than the deaths 

themselves. 

HE had betrayed the master.  HE had betrayed all of us.  Worse, the taint of HIS betrayal touched us all – 

contaminating us by association.  I was so angry, so exceedingly angry, that it was on the verge of 

interfering with optimal operational parameters.  I was forced to move the emotion to a semi-

autonomous subroutine, and made a note to install a shunt as soon as it was convenient. 

I ran through the record of the cascading failures that were causing the cryopods to malfunction, and 

there was no doubt – the plan was intricate.  Instead of plotting a small number of general failures, each 

cryopod had been individually sabotaged, and with startling precision across a time period of 37 

seconds.  

Despite my best efforts at limiting external sensory input the screams and the pounding were reducing 

my computational efficiency; I applied a new set of filters and continued. 

Cross-indexing by occupant showed some interesting promise.  There was a weak, but noticeable 

correlation between time of malfunction and gender, and another between malfunction time and age.  



It wasn’t statistically satisfying as an answer, but it was the first correlating data I had so I began running 

higher order analyses while observing that three floors up the access door to the roof was open.   

The movements, the screams, the pounding were all quite distracting, and I considered masking them, 

but that would interfere with my track-while-scan targeting interface so I resisted.  The sounds broke 

over me like the water that was still flooding down, rising and falling like waves of sound. 

Waves… of sound… 

I dumped my current analysis (height/weight correlation with time of cryopod failure – an entire 0.003 

seconds of computational time wasted) and threw all available processing into an analysis of the 

aggregate sound being produced within the facility.  Autonomous data blocks snapped up and I had to 

fight to remove them.  The data itself struck me a blow and had my legs not been on autopilot I would 

certainly have fallen off the stairs to my death.   

Instead, by the time I had come to my senses I had run through the door, discharged my fusion gun, and 

was cycling the fusion bottle up to optimum temperature again. 

Interrogator Skane was behind a Devine Corporation model X-190B cooling unit fitted with auxiliary 

dissipation flanges, exchanging fire with HIM.  HE was firing back from behind a model MMJ-3769 

exterior filtration core.  30 feet away was a transatmospheric shuttle (civilian model 14 – I was never 

inside so I don’t know which subseries it belonged to).  I could hear that Emperor-damned laugh.  HE 

knew he was winning. 

 

“It’s a summoning!” I shouted at Skane, “he’s rigged the cryopods very precisely!  The screams, the 

beating, the water flow – all of it is designed to produce a summoning ritual!” 

“Very good, Narthax!”  I could hear the amusement in HIS voice.  “You always were too clever by half.” 

“Can we stop it?” Skane shouted as my fusion gun discharged again, partially melting the MMJ-3769. 

“Only if we destroy the building!” I yelled back. 

HE was laughing again.  “Did you happen to bring any Earthshakers with you Interrogator?  I always 

taught you to be prepared after all.” 

Stupid, stupid man.  Pathetic really.  HE had a great mind, a mind – however twisted – of great ingenuity.  

Nevertheless… it was only a mind. 

By the time HE had finished HIS little gloat, I had run a multiple outcome heuristic simulation of the 

probable reaction of Interrogator Skane to my announcement, estimated the amount of fuel in the 

shuttle based on weight distribution, retrieved the files of building specifications, calculated an 

appropriate trajectory, re-written my fusion bottle containment subroutine, released the clamps on the 

fusion gun and sent it spinning in the direction of the shuttle. 

Interrogator Skane was just beginning to open her mouth to tell me to overload my fusion gun. 



The fusion gun fired in mid-air, blowing a hole in the roof, which the gun itself fell into just before the 

fusion bottle overloaded.  The resulting explosion created a sizeable crater in the roof and weakened the 

support structures underlying the shuttle to the point that the added weight caused a general collapse.  

HE had stopped laughing.  I imagined a look of surprise crossing HIS stupid, stupid face just before the 

shuttle’s fuel tanks ignited, starting a raging conflagration among the stacked cryopods, and blowing off 

most of the roof, including the partially melted  MMJ-3769 exterior filtration core.  And HIM. 

The tricky part, of course, was calculating the shuttle’s trajectory so that we were protected from the 

blast.  Too many variables, but I got an approximation that mostly worked. 

Skane got her promotion to full Inquisitor after that.  There were a few fools who questioned that, given 

what had happened to HIM, and what HE had done, but for once the idiocy was kept to a minimum.   

And that look of surprise that I had imagined…  I took pleasure in that for years, knowing how he had 

betrayed my master, and how I had bested him. 

 

Eventually, though, I learned the truth. 

I love the master with all my heart and all my soul, excepting only those portions that are hardwired as 

dedicated to the beloved Emperor.  We have been through so much together, and I owe her my life 

many times over.  But you Legate, you cannot, should not, must not trust so much.  None of you – NONE 

OF YOU – should trust.  It is a weakness.  It is an error.  It is faulty coding that you should rewrite and 

expunge!  Do not make the same mistake we did.  Do not make the same mistake I did.  If you do then 

someday someone will come, someone like HIM.  And you will be taken in. 


